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  Synergy International Inc. (SII) (synergyii.com) is positioned as an international project team that turns mature ideas and dreams into reality.    We have business units in California, Nevada, Arizona, and Washington, USA with partners in Germany, Mexico, and India.    Our 36 year mission has been the continued promotion, development and deployment of demonstration projects that introduce renewable and sustainable technologies that are in long-term partnership with our Planet.   Ecological design incorporating solar energy systems and regenerative technologies is the basis of our work.   Our team of sustainable and green designers, architects and engineers provide solutions to virtually any agricultural, architectural, or technological problem.

  
    2014 Company Brochure
  
  

  A new century is dawning as an old world is crumbling in front of our eyes. Let us collaborate to build localized solutions and economies everywhere.

  .........Reach us in California at (415) 290 4990, or write an email to: .........

  Professional services and Core-competencies of Synergyii include:

  	
      Design, engineering, distribution of renewable energy systems & environmental technologies.
    
	
      Architects and Engineers of Self Reliant Housing, Energy-Integrated Buildings, Solar and Wind Farms, Eco-Villages and Resorts.
    


  Affiliate organizations part of our Synergyii solar consortia.

  	SYNERGY AMERICAS CONSORTIUM: the federation of Synergy companies and individuals with a focus on Latin American markets.
	IAONS HOLODYNAMIS LAB: A for-benefit R & D Incubator and Business Accelerator.
	ENVIRO-LEASE & SALES: A building, energy, transportation, leasing and sales service company.
	ENERGIME:A renewable energy systems company and much more.
	
      MILLENNIALGOODS LLC: Online Sustainability eCommerce.
    


  	Interview of Reinhold Ziegler: "The Freedom of Free Energy": 33 min. Conscious Media Network
	
      FAVORITE INTERNET SITES
    


  [bookmark: pub]  Reinhold Ziegler, Founder and CEO

  Synergy International Inc, 124 Washington Ave. Suite B, Pt. Richmond, CA 94801, U.S.A.

  

  TEL (415) 290 4990

  To learn more about our projects and business enterprises order our

  Year 2014 SII Capabilities Book in color, loaded with many project summaries, graphics, and renderings.  Send your mailing coordinates plus $100, postage paid, to the above address.

  

  [bookmark: devel]PRODUCTS & SERVICES:
  


  Design, engineering, distribution of renewable energy systems and environmental technologies:
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  SII is the inventor, producer, and installer of many environmental technologies. Our principals have been developing renewable energy technologies for the last 35 years. The organization started with the development of modern wind turbines (Aero-Power Systems) in 1977, leading in the 1980's to the deployment of the world's first Wind Farms in California.  This was followed by whole systems design with the Farallones Institute, and development of advanced ducted wind turbines called Turbostar.

  In the 1990s work continued to develop commercial and village-scale photovoltaic and wind-powered micro-utilities. The keyword is: building-integrated energy systems. Our experience comes from designing and building self-reliant buildings that have their own infrastructure of power, food production, water-collection and waste-treatment appliances. We are experts with installing renewable energy systems, either stand-alone or utility-intertie allowing for the sale of electricity back to the local power company.

  Some of our products and affiliate companies include:

  Structural Systems:

  	

GRIDBEAM:Modular building system utilizing wood, steel, and aluminum.
    	

QUIKSTIX:Modular wooden furniture building kits.
  
  Solar & Wind Energy Systems:

  	

AEROTECTURE:Urban electric wind turbines.
    	

TURBOSTAR®:Electric wind and water current/river turbines.
    	

SYNERGY SYSTEMS:Renewable Power, Solar Free-Standing Micro-Utilities, Electric Vehicles.
    	

SYNERGY CALIFORNIA L.P. 2013 Renewable Energy Systems Catalog:Residential and Commercial, Battery powered, and Utility Intertie, Power Systems, Buildings and Living Systems.
    	

GLOBAL POWER SYSTEMS:Wind, Solar & Micro-Turbine Electric Power Systems. Latest Capabilities and Products from us.
    	

SYNERGY INTERNATIONAL INC.From Peak Oil to the Renewable Energy Systems available from us.
  
  Energy-Integrated Architectural Systems:

  
    

  
SOLARTECTURE®: Building-integrated solar PV, wind and thermal concentrator energy systems.
  Energy-Integrated Agricultural Systems:

  	
      AEROPONIC DEMONSTRATION Prototype Vertical Aeroponic Growing System.
    
	
      AEROPONIC and AQUAPONIC GROWING SYSTEM®: Business Prospectus for the SYNPONIC Vertical Aeroponic Growing Systems.
    
	
      Global ECO-ESTATES®: Equity producing estates and communities utilizing agroforestry, inter cropped farming, solar technologies, and real-estate developments organized as a Real Estate Investment Trust and Carbon Bank.
    


  

  [bookmark: intl]Research and Development, Incubation, Licensing, and Business Acceleration: 

  IAONS International Academy of Natural Sciences hosting: HOLODYNAMIS LAB. an R&D Incubator facility that turns "leading edge" ideas into reality through proof-of-concept or working prototypes. A 501-c not-for-profit organization.

  

  [bookmark: design]Architects and Solartects of Self Reliant Housing, Energy-Integrated Buildings, Eco-Villages, and  Resorts:
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  Our international eco-design and development team creates, develops and markets environmentally sound and affordable buildings. These highly efficient buildings are energy conserving utilizing the European Passiv Haus efficiency standard. The exterior of the building harnesses renewable energy. In many cases our buildings generate more energy than they utilize. We coin this Energy Net-Positive which means that they go beyond just being Energy Net -Zero. Excess energy can power the common loads, charge electric vehicles, make ice, or the energy may be exported to the local power company.

  Our building program includes retrofitting containertecture and disaster-relief housing as well as existing buildings, making them eco-fit and self-reliant.

  In coordination with major architectural firms we also design and build new buildings and high-rises. These new green buildings called a "Solartecture" are energy integrated and may come with their own wastewater infrastructure. Some of our buildings include bioshelters and aeroponic greenhouses which grow large amounts of food while generating water and energy from the power roofs.
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  Recent Major Project Developments:

  	
      SF PUBLIC UTILITIES COMMISSION BUILDING: San Francisco, CA
    
	
      OKLAHOMA MEDICAL RESEARCH FOUNDATION: Oklahoma City, OK
    
	
      HONEYWELL TECHNOLOGY SOLUTIONS PVT: Bangalore, India
    
	HOLCIM-APASCO : Hermosillo, Mexico, "Producing Cement in the Desert with Solar."


  

  [bookmark: finan]Community Design and Facilitation:

  Synergy International is a building facilitator and project management team for the sustainable development of land, real-estate, renewable energy systems, and the creation of local enterprises. Our work adds tremendous value and economic resilience to those organizations and communities with whom we work. We are expert participants in this process because we are the proponents and the creators of a permanent culture, a Permaculture that is in a long-term partnership with our environment and Planet.

  We are designing the solar components and facilities which make up the new ecological communities with an emphasis on Localization. In our vision of the future, energy, food production, education, health and transportation alternatives will be implemented locally. Money, including local currency will be banked in smaller banks, invested, and spent within the local community instead of being invested miles away.

  Because of the Global ecological and economic crisis there is now an urgency to reinvent ourselves and elements of our society everyday. As facilitators, managers, and builders of this new environment we strive to create a SYNERGY of talent where our total effort is greater than the sum of its parts. This harmonius merging of new technology and creative thinking will enable each one of us to become independent producers of the vital necessities of life for a sustainable future.

  To do this, each community can and must create meaningful jobs and employment. We must focus our attention on the development of Livingry instead of Weaponry. The retooling of our society must incorporate apprenticeship programs and Craft guilds. These Centers of Excellence, will inspire and support the young and old. We must replicate this new social organization in every town in our country.

  The organizations that we work with know that in the end we can only rely on ourselves and not on any government agency to save us. What we need now is a new participation in our fragil democracy. This will encourage critical thinking and leadership. We who left the family and schools to become individuals will now return to the village and life-long learning centers. It takes a village, it takes a community to bring us back together again.

  Please review our first eco-village designed for Hawaii in 1993: Hawaii Ohana Eco-Village Several other centers are in the works and will be posted here.

  We are seeking working capital for the many "shovel-ready" projects that are ready to go. We look forward to meeting investors who share our vision of a world that maximizes the energy of the Sun and the Wind as we develop our new agricultural plans for Green energy structures in the US and around the world.

  Contact us to learn about our visions, our services, and unique abilities to build a renewable world that is not dependent on fossil fuels.
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  	Energime L.L.C.


  	Gridbeamers


  	Millennial Goods L.L.C.
	Ed Burton Company.
	Eco-Sustainable Developments, Australia.


  	Sustainable Developments ONLINE.


  	Design Earth Synergy.


  	Ecological Design at GeniusLoci Gallery.


  	The Sustainable Business Network.


  	ecoTECTURE


  	Aerotecture International Inc.
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